Reflection-and distortion-source otoacoustic emissions both arise from a distributed region within the cochlea. We review how interference among the many wavelets originating from within the source region contributes essentially to the characteristics of these two different emission types.
Introduction
Although mammalian otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) have generally been regarded as originating through nonlinear electromechanical distortion, measurements of OAE phase made using frequency-scaled stimuli (e.g., a pure tone or a pair of tones with fixed frequency ratio f 2 /f 1 ) are now understood as providing clear evidence for two fundamentally different types of emission [11, 6] : distortion-source (or "wave-fixed") emissions, which arise by nonlinear distortion induced by the traveling wave, and reflection-source (or "place-fixed") emissions, which arise via linear reflection off micromechanical impedance perturbations such as variations in the number, geometry, or mechanical characteristics of outer hair cells [14, 20] . Although distortion-and reflection-source emissions are often idealized as originating from isolated, point-like sources, both types of OAEs arise from a spatially distributed region. In this paper, we discuss how the distributed nature of the emission sources-specifically, interference among the many wavelets originating from within the source region-contributes essentially to the characteristics of reflection-and distortion-source emissions. 1 
Reflection-Source Emissions
We begin with a (semi-historical) review of our current understanding of the mechanisms responsible for reflection-source emissions. Reflection-source emissions are typically characterized by linearity at low levels, a broad-band emission spectrum, and a relatively long latency. Noninvasive measurements of the "cochlear reflectance" made these observations more precise: the cochlear reflectance R(f )-defined as the ratio of the outgoing (or emitted) to the ingoing (or stimulus) wave at the base of the cochlea near the stapes-typically has a rapidly rotating phase and a slowly varying amplitude [13] . As alluded to above, many early models supposed that the impedance perturbations (or emission sources) responsible for generating these emissions were induced by the forward-traveling wave itself through nonlinearities in the mechanics [4, 5] . But models that locate the origin of reflection-source emissions in "nonlinear distortion" are in fundamental contradiction with experiment: sources or "reflectors" that move with the wave envelope cannot produce backward-traveling waves whose phase varies strongly with frequency [6, 15, 11] .
Rather than "surfing" the wave envelope like sources induced by nonlinear distortion, the impedance perturbations that reflect the wave must be fixed in space. Furthermore-and in contrast to models that regard reflection-source emissions as due primarily to reflection off localized impedance perturbations [16, 3] -these "place-fixed" impedance perturbations appear to be densely distributed along the organ of Corti: The slowly varying amplitude of R suggests that all points are about equally effective in scattering the traveling wave.
Recognizing that reflection-source emissions must originate by scattering from a distributed region, Strube went on to explore the effects of variations in traveling-wave phase across the scattering region [15] . Strube's phase analysis led him to argue that emissions arise through a process analogous to Bragg scattering in a crystal: large reflections occur when the wavelets scattered at different spatial locations combine in phase with one another. This coherence condition requires that phase changes due to scattering cancel phase changes due to roundtrip wave propagation and generally requires that the wavelength, λ, of the incident wave match twice the spatial period, λ perturb , of the underlying scattering structure (a relation known as the "Bragg condition"). Strube thus concluded that the cochlea must be mechanically corrugated, with the impedance perturbations arrayed quasi-periodically (in fact, nearly sinusoidally) along its length. Since the wavelength λ(x, f ) of a pure-tone traveling wave is not constant, but changes with position, Strube argued that maximal scattering at frequency f occurs near that cochlear location, x B (f ), where the Bragg condition is satisfied:
Unfortunately, Strube's argument fails-not only because the predicted spatial corrugation of cochlear properties has yet to be found, but also on logical grounds. The problem with the argument is that in its focus on traveling-wave phase, the analysis ignores the spatial variation of traveling-wave amplitude, which can be significant, especially at low stimulus levels where the relative emission amplitude is largest. Correctly accounting for the amplitude variation is critical to the conclusion: as it turns out, the generation of realistic emissions does not require any orderly (i.e., quasi-sinusoidal) array of impedance perturbations-the perturbations can be completely random! This result is satisfying because although anatomical studies find no evidence for regular mechanical washboarding, they do often report a general irregularity in the cellular geometry of the organ of Corti [8] .
To see how this result arises, note that an approximate analytic expression for the cochlear reflectance valid in the long-wavelength approximation can be obtained using perturbation theory [14, 20, 17] . When the reflectance magnitude is small relative to one, multiple scattering can be neglected and R approximated by a sum of wavelets reflected from all points χ:
In this expression the dimensionless spatial variable χ = x/l represents position in units of the distance l over which the characteristic frequency changes by a factor of e. The function˜ (χ, f ) is the spatial distribution of impedance perturbations (the "scattering potential") and T (χ, f ) is the complex-valued, basilarmembrane (BM) displacement wave, rendered dimensionless after normalizing by stapes motion. T (χ, f ) is assumed to be locally shift-invariant about the peak of its envelope, located at positionχ(f ). The traveling wave enters the integrand as the square to account for round-trip wave travel to and from the point of reflection. The integral sums wavelets scattered with strength˜ (χ, f ) from points throughout the cochlea. In general, those many scattered wavelets have many different amplitudes and phases and therefore interfere with one another in complicated ways. Although extracting much insight from a tangled web of interfering wavelets might appear hopeless, the basic principles responsible for the simple, empirical form of R(f ) emerge quite readily. First, the peak of the traveling-wave envelope is tall. As a result, wavelets reflected near the peak have much larger amplitudes than those reflected elsewhere, effectively localizing the reflection to the region about the peak. Second, the peak of the traveling-wave envelope is broad relative to the distance between impedance perturbations (e.g., the width of a hair cell). Consequently, the peak region contains many perturbations arrayed, in general, at a superposition of many different spatial frequencies. Those many perturbations generate many scattered wavelets that interfere with one another, both constructively and destructively. And third, the wavelength of the traveling wave is roughly constant over the peak region. Consequently, although each of the many scattered wavelets originates from a different location within the peak, wavelets reflected by perturbations arrayed at a particular spatial perioddetermined by the wavelength of the traveling wave-undergo a phase change due to scattering that precisely compensates for the phase change due to wave propagation forth and back to the point of reflection. Such wavelets therefore interfere constructively with one another, and their sum dominates the net reflected wave. More precisely, coherent back-scattering occurs from perturbations arrayed at a spatial period matching half the wavelength of T :
where λ coherent is the spatial period of the perturbations for which scattering is coherent and λ peak is the wavelength of the traveling wave at its peak. Wavelets scattered by spatial-frequency components whose periods are either considerably larger or smaller than 1 2 λ peak combine incoherently and largely cancel one another out.
Thus, we see that although Strube's analysis correctly predicts that wave scattering occurs primarily from perturbations arrayed within a narrow range of spatial frequencies, it errs in requiring that those spatial frequencies dominate the scattering potential. A closer examination of the logic of Strube's argument is instructive. Since the wavelength of the traveling wave changes with position, the coherence (or Bragg) condition cannot apply everywhere. To get coherence, the scattering needs to be localized to a region over which the wavelength of T can be regarded as approximately constant. By ignoring the amplitude variation of T , Strube is forced, in effect, to select this scattering location arbitrarily. By assuming that the scattering potential comprises only a narrow range of spatial frequencies (i.e., that˜ is a sinusoidal mechanical grating with spatial period λ perturb ) and then demanding coherence (i.e., requiring that the local wavelength equal 2λ perturb ), Strube determines the scattering location (x B ) implicitly through Eq. (1). In fact, we've seen that wave scattering is localized not by the coherence condition but by the tall, broad peak of the traveling wave. The coherence condition, applied at the wave peak, then acts to select, from among the many spatial-frequency components actually present in the distribution of perturbations, that subset from which the resulting scattered wavelets combine in phase with one another to produce a sizable reflected wave.
Distortion-Source Emissions
We turn now to examine distortion-source emissions, where we will see that interference effects within the source region also play a critical role. First, however, note that the situation is immediately complicated by the expansion of the parameter space. Even when we restrict attention to distortion products (DPOAEs) of a fixed order evoked by two pure tones, the number of stimuluscontrol knobs doubles (rather than just the single frequency and level employed during the measurement of R(f ), we now have two frequencies and two levels, all of which can be varied independently). In addition, DPOAEs as commonly measured appear to be mixtures of distortion-and reflection-source emissions, considerably complicating their interpretation.
Consistent with our quest for general principles underlying emission generation, we consider here only the simplest case. First, since we do not know the precise form or operating point of any cochlear nonlinearity, we work only at low stimulus levels so that local basilar-membrane (BM) displacements are far below saturation values. The nonlinearity can then be approximated by the first term in a power-series expansion. Since we focus here on wave interference effects, suppressive interactions between the primaries and the distortion product will be ignored. Distortion sources will therefore be treated as perturbations in a linear model and their effects examined using the perturbation formalism employed earlier [12, 17] . Second, to reduce the number of independent variables we assume local scaling symmetry (shift-invariance) in the mechanics. Finally, we ignore both boundary reflection at the stapes and the many complications that arise due to the mixing of distortion-and reflection-source emissions (i.e., we consider only "pure" distortion products). Our cochlea is thus effectively assumed quasi-linear, scaling symmetric, semi-infinite, and smooth.
Distortion-products measured at the stapes
As before, we calculate the total backward-traveling pressure wave at the stapes (this time, at the distortion-product frequency, f dp ) by summing contributions from local sources distributed throughout the cochlea. When the primary levels and the frequency f dp are held fixed, the perturbative calculation yields P dp (0; r) ≈ P − dp (0) ∞ 0 dp (χ; r) T + dp (χ) dχ ,
where r = f 2 /f 1 and we adopt the notational shorthand P dp (χ) ≡ P (χ, f dp ), and so on. The functions P + (χ, f ) and P − (χ, f ) are, respectively, the forward and reverse-traveling pressure "basis functions" [12, 20, 17] , defined to be equal at the stapes. The T ± are the corresponding BM traveling waves, normalized by stapes motion (with T + = T ). At each point, the function dp represents the complex strength of the local DP source. For the cubic distortion-product at frequency f dp = 2f 1 − f 2 , dp (χ; r) = 0 σ dp (χ; r) T
where 0 is a constant, T 1 (χ) and T 2 (χ) are the primary traveling waves, and σ dp (χ; r) is a relatively slowly varying function that depends on details of the assumed nonlinearity. What happens to the emission amplitude as one varies the primary frequency ratio, r? Although quantitative details depend on the precise form of T , a qualitative understanding can be obtained by ignoring the relatively slow variation of σ dp and focusing on the more rapidly varying amplitude and phase of the traveling wave. Towards this end, we make the dependence of the integrand on the amplitude and phase of T = |T |e iθ explicit:
P dp (0; r) ≈ P − dp (0) ∞ 0 0 σ dp |T 2 1 T 2 T dp | e i(2θ 1 −θ 2 +θ dp ) dχ .
Because of the rapid decrease in traveling-wave amplitude beyond its characteristic place, maximal intermodulation distortion occurs near the peak of the f 2 traveling wave, located atχ 2 . As r decreases, the traveling-wave envelopes come closer together and the value of |T 2 1 T 2 T dp | nearχ 2 grows, approaching the limit |T dp | 4 in the limit r → 1. But although the peak in the magnitude of the integrand is growing, the phase variation across that peak is also generally increasing. In the limit, lim r→1 (2θ 1 − θ 2 + θ dp ) = 2θ dp (χ) .
Since the width of the traveling wave is generally at least a wavelength in extent, the phase variation across the peak is large and significant cancellation occurs. The two trends-the increasing magnitude and the steepening of the phase slope atχ 2 -generally oppose one another. Which one "wins" depends on details of the form of T . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , 2 calculations with models that qualitatively reproduce the form of T at low levels indicate that the phase cancellation across the source region ultimately causes the amplitude of P dp (0; r)-and thus the amplitude of the DPOAE in the ear canal-to decrease as r → 1. This is in qualitative agreement with experiment; indeed, phase cancellation of just this sort has been suggested as the primary cause of the well-known "DP filter" [18, 17, 7] . In these P dp at stapes P dp at DP place Pressures P dp [dB] Figure 1 . Distortion-product pressures |P dp | computed at the stapes [P dp (0; r), solid line] and the DP place [P dp (χ dp ; r), dashed line] using Eqs. (4) and (9) . Pressure magnitudes, in dB relative to an arbitrary reference, are shown as a function of r = f 2 /f 1 . Parameter values for the linear model are given in reference [10] .
analyses the optimal ratio,r, is presumed to be that for which the phase is approximately constant over the peak region:
Although this "stationary phase" condition may predictr in certain regimes (e.g., at relatively high stimulus levels where the traveling-wave envelopes are broad), it cannot be a general rule because Eq. (8) ignores the variation in source amplitude with r. The resulting error can be considerable-for example, the stationary-phase condition predicts an optimal ratio ofr ≈ 1.15, considerably larger than the actual value (see Fig. 1 ) computed from Eq. (6) . Although data are limited at low stimulus levels, empirical values ofr are generally larger than the value shown in Fig. 1 , suggesting that other mechanisms intentionally ignored here (e.g., suppression, micromechanical filtering) may be operating.
Distortion-products measured at their characteristic place
The formalism can also be used to compute the amplitude of the net forwardtraveling wave produced by the DP source. Evaluated at its characteristic place (χ dp ), the forward-traveling DP wave has the value P dp (χ dp ; r) ≈ P + dp (χ dp ) χ dp 0 dp (χ; r) T − dp (χ) dχ .
Equation (9) can be put in a form more readily compared with Eq. (4) for P dp (0; r) by introducing the function G 2 dp (χ), defined as the ratio G 2 dp (χ) = T + dp (χ)/T − dp (χ), with G dp (0) = 1. The magnitude |G 2 dp (χ)| can be interpreted as the product of the forward and reverse power-gain functions for the DP wave traveling along the BM. Equation (9) becomes P dp (χ dp ; r) ≈ P + dp (χ dp ) χ dp 0 0 σ dp |T 2 1 T 2 T dp /G 2 dp | e i(2θ1−θ2+θ dp −2θG) dχ . (10) To understand the qualitative behavior we again examine the amplitude and phase of the integrand nearχ 2 as a function of r. As before, the amplitude generally increases to a maximum as r approaches 1. The phase, however, behaves very differently than it did for the backward-traveling wave. In the limit, the phase of the integrand now approaches the function lim r→1 (2θ 1 − θ 2 + θ dp − 2θ G ) = 2(θ dp − θ G ) = 3 k dp (χ) ,
where we have used the WKB result that T 2 ∝ k 3 G 2 , with k the local wavenumber. Although k dp (χ) is not constant, it varies much more slowly aboutχ dp than does the phase θ dp (χ) appearing in Eq. (7). Consequently, the forwardtraveling DP wavelets originating from the source region tend to combine more or less in phase with one another. Thus the amplitude and phase variation in this case generally work together, both acting to increase the amplitude of the forward-traveling wave as r approaches 1. This result also appears consistent with experimental observations, which indicate a general increase in DP amplitude at the DP place, whether measured psychophysically or on the basilar membrane [9] . Although they ignore amplitude effects, Kemp and Knight have presented a simple conceptual derivation of the same basic result [7] . They point out that a relative increase in the amplitude of the forward-traveling DP wave would explain observed changes with r in the amplitudes of the distortion-and reflection-source components of DPOAEs measured in the ear canal.
Application to measurements of cochlear power gain
Allen and Fahey [1] have presented an ingenious method that uses propagated DPOAEs to estimate the power gain of the cochlear amplifier. The method involves measuring the ear-canal DP while holding the intra-cochlear level of the DP constant at its characteristic place (e.g., using an auditory-nerve fiber tuned to the DP frequency). According to their analysis, the change in ear-canal DP amplitude obtained by varying the primary frequency ratio, r, yields the spatial variation of the square of the amplifier gain (i.e., of G 2 defined above). Allen and Fahey's method thus amounts to determining the ratio P dp (0; r)/P dp (χ dp ; r). In our formulation [obtained by combining Eqs. (4) and (9) ] this ratio has the value Γ dp (r) ≡ P dp (0; r) P dp (χ dp ; r) ∝ ∞ 0 dp T dp dχ χ dp 0 dp T dp /G 2 dχ . Figure 2 . Magnitude of the pressure ratio Γ(r) = P dp (0; r)/P dp (χ dp ; r) computed from Eq. (12) [or, equivalently, from the pressure magnitudes in Fig. 1 ]. Shown for comparison are the functions Γ(r) computed using the point-source assumption (•) and G 2 (r), the square of the BM power-gain function for the underlying linear model (dotted line).
Allen and Fahey effectively assume that the distortion-product is generated at a point located at the peak of the f 2 traveling wave [i.e., dp (χ; r) = 0 δ(χ −χ 2 )].
In this idealized case, Eq. (12) reduces to Allen and Fahey's result:
Γ dp (r) ∝ G 2 dp [χ 2 (r)] ,
whereχ 2 (r) =χ dp +ln(2/r −1); in the point-source approximation, the ratio Γ dp varies in direct proportion to the square of the amplifier gain. More realistically, however, the DP source region is distributed, and the ratio Γ dp is modified by the wave interference effects encapsulated in Eq. (12) . These effects change the effective directionality of the DP source systematically with r, invalidating the point-source assumption. Figure 2 demonstrates that when these interference effects are taken into account, the pressure ratio Γ(r) no longer provides a direct measure of basilar-membrane power gain.
